Witness Statement:

Jamie AFFONSO

On September 13, 2015, at approximately 11:20 AM I, Gianni MUSCHETTO, interviewed AFFONSO at the Butte Incident regarding the fire. AFFONSO told me the following in summary:

AFFONSO told me on September 9th she was home babysitting her two grandchildren. She was in the kitchen and noticed it got darker outside, she looked out and saw smoke. She went out and saw a fire burning between her house and the PODESTAS. She told me she called 911 to report the fire. AFFONSO told me prior to seeing the fire she did not lose power or notice any power surges. She told me she was outside on her porch about ten minutes before the fire and did not hear or see anyone in the area where the fire occurred. She told me she did not hear any vehicle or equipment in the area prior to the fire. AFFONSO told me she did not have any information as to what may have caused the fire and I concluded the interview.

End of Statement.
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